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THE PLYMOUTH COUNTY HOSPITAL: A story of what once was. 

 

By: Melinda Barclay 

 

Ever since I became editor of this newsletter, there is one 

topic that I have avoided entirely. I have not touched it 

mainly because it is a subject very near and dear to my 

heart and I wanted to put the proper amount of research, 

time and effort into it the article. After beginning my 

research, I realized that I already knew everything I was 

about to write about. I’ve known most of it for my whole 

life because it has been the number one topic of heated 

political quarrelling in this town for many years, and 

because I cared. I knew that when I did write about it, I 

wanted to do it justice and I wanted to be able to capture 

what once was for the residents of Hanson and 

Massachusetts, for years to come. I do realize now that I 

could never possibly capture any of what I have not 

experienced myself. You had to have been there to truly 

experience it in its entirety. Every decade, there is new 

energy and raw emotions,  so for me sitting here writing 

this today, I am only capturing my lifetime of experience 

while trying to get a feel for what once was through 

historical records, photos and first-hand accounts.  

The Plymouth County Hospital sits upon acres and acres 

of beautiful land on Bonney Hill, located on High St., in 

Hanson. I grew up directly across from the hospital, 

between the two main entrances, one of which is 

adorned with striking pillars, and was my bus-stop as a 

child.  I spent nearly every day of my childhood walking 

the many trails that were once used for the young 

tuberculosis victims to walk and get their daily dose of 

fresh air. Long before that, some of the trails were 

frequented by the local tribes who lived here before us. I 

took it all in, never forgetting how lucky I was to have 

access to it all. I sledded on the same hills that the 

patients would sled down, in their bathing suits during 

the  

 

winter. It was believed then that fresh air was an 

effective form of treatment for the children with 

pulmonary TB. That theory was later disproven. I would 

bike, run and rollerblade the grounds of the abandoned 

hospital. I was always in awe of the breathtaking beauty 

that the hospital displayed. This was in the 90’s, after the 

hospital was shut down and left as is, and before it was 

repeatedly ravaged and vandalized. This was a time 

when it was forgotten, long before it became the center 

of arguably the most heated debate amongst politicians 

and the residents of Hanson. To me, as a young child, I 

always imagined what it was like to be there when it was 

bustling with activity and thriving as a hospital that truly 

cared for its young patients, but I also could not 

conceive what would become of this remarkable piece of 

architecture. Not once did it occur to me that it would 

turn out the way it has. I thought for sure that everyone 

in this town cherished it as much I. I have learned the 

hard way, as most residents of Hanson have, that the 

majority of us do care but unfortunately, the outcome 

was never our decision. It was left up to a select few 

while others put their heart and soul into fighting for it  

http://www.rootsweb.com/~machanso/
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and ultimately failing, solely because it was out of their 

hands from day one.  Writing this article is heartbreaking 

for me because I want to be telling a story of how the 

town pulled together and turned it into something 

extraordinary, as it was made to be, but instead I sit here 

frustrated that I was too young to do anything to stop 

something that should’ve been much more than what it 

came to be, and I’m saddened that it is too late. 

The Plymouth County Hospital was built under the 

direct supervision of prominent Boston architect, J. 

William Beals. Construction began on the project in 

1917 and it was completed in 1919. The hospital was 

strategically built far away from the city, nestled in the 

serene outdoors. It was a perfect fit for our quaint town. 

The hospital was constructed as a long-term care facility 

for children infected with tuberculosis, an epidemic that 

was rapidly sweeping our nation at the time. The 

infectious disease is caused by strains of mycobacteria. 

It typically attacks the lungs but it has also been known 

to attack other parts of the body. The infection spreads 

through the air when a person with an active TB 

infection coughs, sneezes or contaminates objects with 

other respiratory fluids. If left untreated, an active TB 

infection has been known to kill approximately 50% of 

those individuals infected.  

The hospital was built with a unique Spanish appearance 

and style that wasn’t typically seen in this part of the 

country. Everything about the architecture drew in one’s 

eyes to astonishing artistry. It was hard to believe upon 

first sight that this was actually a hospital. It looked 

more like an extravagant retreat with its vibrant colors 

and breathtaking landscape. After completion, the 

hospital was dedicated on May 31
st
, 1919. The very first 

young patient was admitted to PCH on June 16
th
 of the 

same year.  

 

 

The staff at the hospital was known to be overly caring 

and hands-on with their patients. The nurses would take 

them outdoors for fun activities such as sledding in the 

winter and running through the sprinklers in the summer. 

This would occur on a daily basis as a diversion from the 

fact that this was truly a form of treatment. There was a 

large theatre located inside the hospital where the 

children would gather for entertainment. Four houses 

were even built on High St. for the doctors to live in and 

another one was built for the superintendent down the 

road from the others. This provided them with an easy 

commute to work, especially during the harsh winter 

seasons in New England guaranteeing that the hospital 

was always fully staffed. The hospital also had 

classrooms in it, ensuring that the children were still 

being properly educated. The hospital was equipped with 

state of the art x-ray machines and they even had a 

therapy dog on-site, with the sole purpose of keeping a 

smile on the children’s faces. Even though many 

children succumbed to the lethal disease, the hospital 

was a loving place where parents fully entrusted the 

staff.  

                  

     Life-long Hanson resident, Sam Hammond’s mother, 

Abbie Hammond, was a TB nurse at the hospital. Abbie 

went to nursing school there and went on to work at 

PCH for fifteen years. Sam recalls walking in through 

the main entrance to the hospital and seeing the right 

wall lined up with plaques listing the names of all of the 

long-time employees. He states that “the kitchen was 

located upstairs where there was also a large dining hall. 

There was two floors of wards and an annex that was 

made of glass. There was a boiler room underneath and 

to the side of the kitchen. The cellar held the morgue and 

it had a walkway from the cellar, to the annex and all the 

way up to the elevator.  The theatre was on the first  
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floor, to the left side of the corridor.” When the county 

started using C-Med radio communications, Sam went to 

work there briefly, as did many other Hanson residents 

in various parts of hospital. He also recalls a farm and 

piggery that was open to the public. The building that 

was known for many years as the BCI building was, at 

one time, the nursing quarters for the nurses who were 

working double shifts, to sleep overnight. Sam recalls 

his mother staying over there from time to time. 

In 1919, when the state had finished supplying the funds 

to build and complete the hospital, they signed over the 

care and maintenance of the hospital to the county with 

the condition that Plymouth County continue the upkeep 

of the hospital. That ended in recent years, when the 

county abandoned its rights to the hospital and left it 

solely to the town of Hanson. The hospital continued to 

run as a quarantine hospital until the 60’s, when it was 

no longer needed as a treatment hospital for TB. At this 

time, the hospital was thriving once more as a long-term 

care facility. Sadly, the hospital was shut down in the 

early 90’s and the patients were transported to other 

treatment facilities.  

 

The Plymouth County Hospital, Photo taken by: Melinda Barclay 

2000 

Playing on the grounds daily as a child, I started to 

rapidly see the change in appearance that took place after 

it was abandoned. The hospital was not emptied out and 

was left as is. To many, this is when hospital developed 

its eerie reputation. I have never once felt uncomfortable 

on the grounds of the hospital. If anything, I felt 

comforted being there. This possibly was because I was 

a child and also because I was not a trespasser who was 

there to vandalize the facility. I loved everything about 

it. Not once did I step foot inside, even though countless  

 

others have broken in over the past 23 years. I did not 

feel it was right to do so. Many have reported seeing 

body parts in glass jars. There was even an incident 

when a brain was stolen from the property in the 90’s 

and was actually brought into school by a young girl. 

When the hospital was abandoned, patient records, 

reports, blood samples, x-rays, hospital equipment and 

even body parts were reportedly left behind.  

 

The Plymouth County Hospital, Photo taken by: Melinda Barclay 

2000 

Approximately ten years ago, the town of Hanson sold 

the Plymouth County Hospital to developers, reportedly 

handing over the deed before the first payment was even 

made on the property. This was a pivotal blunder that 

single handedly was the beginning of the end for the 

beloved hospital. The plan was for the brothers who 

bought the hospital to turn it into assisted living facilities 

and possibly town houses. Since the town-held mortgage 

was never paid for, the town foreclosed on the property 

after a lengthy court battle. During this time, the hospital 

was repeatedly desecrated and ransacked by vandals and 

scavengers. The hospital was never secured. The Hanson 

Police did what they could by patrolling the grounds 

regularly but there was no way to fully protect it without 

any sort of security system in place. The hospital fell 

victim to arson on multiple occasions while under the 

ownership of the developers, ruining any chance of 

remodeling the facility. Because the developers never 

took out insurance on the hospital, which is required 

when even buying a home, the town was left to pay for 

all the cleanup and costs of the fire damage done during 

this time.  

…Continued on page 5 
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PRESIDENT’S LETTER: 

We just had one of the most successful highly attended May dinner meetings in our recent history. Many thanks to all of 

the members who helped make that possible. Our upcoming meeting will be a joint meeting with the Hanover Historical 

Society at our Schoolhouse #4. Their president, Rachel Lovett, will be our featured speaker. She will be discussing "Gad 

Hitchcock in Hanson & Hanover.” It should be a very interesting program and wonderful opportunity to meet people from 
a neighboring town who are interested in local history. The next major event will be a fundraiser-the annual Strawberry 

Festival on June 21st from 5:00 to 8:00 p.m. As always, we will be seeking volunteers to help make this a successful and 

entertaining event. Lastly, our August speaker will be Stephen Kemmett from Plymouth Plantation, speaking on "Rakes, 

Rogues & Villain Criminals & Outcasts of early Plymouth.” 

 John & Patty Norton 

 

 

 

 

 

HANSON HISTORICAL SOCIETY CALENDAR     

                          June-Nov. 2013                                                                                                       
 

Meetings held at School House #4 unless otherwise 
stated 

 

June 6
th

 meeting                                   7:00 p.m. 
Speaker: Rachel Lovett 

Speaking on: Gad Hitchcock in Hanson & Hanover 

Joint meeting with Hanover Historical Society 
 

June 20
th

                                               about 5:30 p.m. 

Strawberry Prep night 

 

June 21
st
  

Strawberry Festival                            5:00 to 8:00 p.m. 

 

August 1
st
  meeting                             7:00 p.m. 

Speaker: Stephen Kemmett 

Speaking on: “Rakes, Rogues & Villian, Criminals & 
Outcasts of early Plymouth”                                               

 

Sept. 5
th

 meeting                                  7:00 p.m. 

Speaker: TBD 
 

Sept. 21
st
                                               9am-3pm 

(Tentative) 

Harvest Fair, Craft & Yard Sale   

 

Oct. 3
rd

 meeting                                   7:00 p.m. 

Speaker: TBD 
 

Nov. 7 meeting Pot Luck Dinner       6:30 p.m. 

At Nathaniel Thomas Mill  

 

 

 

                HANSON HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

                        BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

                                   2012- 2013 

                 John & Patty Norton - Co-Presidents 
                           tel # 781 294-8645 

                           e-mail: pnorton31@comcast.net 

 

Allan Clemons, Vice President 

Cathy Bergeron                                                     
Secretary 

Richard & Betsy Blake                                          
Treasurer 

Mary Blauss Edwards                                            
Webmaster/Curator 

Melinda Barclay                                                    
Director at Large 

Bruce Young                                                         
Member at Large 

Mark Vess                                                             
Member at Large 

 

mailto:pnorton31@comcast.net
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..Continued from page 3 

The hospital has since become notorious to ghost hunters across the nation who claim that after breaking and entering, 

they hear moaning and screaming and an overall general feeling of being watched. As previously stated, I have never 

entered the hospital but I’ve never once had an unsettling feeling on the property itself. I can imagine now with all the 

errors made in this town, the property falling apart and being mistreated constantly, that if it is haunted, everything that 

has occurred since it was abandoned did not help with any negative energy that the hospital may or may not have.  

Thankfully, a few years ago, The Hanson Historical Society was granted permission to enter the premises and salvage 

some items that were not heavily damaged by the fires and vandals. These treasures, as we like to call them, are being 

stored close-by with the hopes of one day having them displayed for the community to see in the years to come.  

Today, the hospital is a place where curios people trespass just to get that eerie feeling that they hear so much about. To 

most Hanson residents, it is a place that we would’ve loved to have had restored but sadly know that it is too little, too 

late. I am anxious to see what’ll become of the property but I am hoping for the best. I mostly desire that this was a lesson 

learned in our town. I am ashamed that such a gem has turned into such a nightmare.  

The Plymouth County Hospital, modern day: Photos by: Melinda Barclay 
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REVOLUTIONARY HEROINE  
 

Contributed by: Shelly Barclay 

 

Deborah Sampson is one of the rare women who 

literally fought the British during the Revolutionary 

War. While other women were doing their part by 

caring for their families, standing behind their 

husbands and tactfully lending their opinion on 

political issues, Deborah Sampson was donning 

men's clothing and carrying a rifle. She wasn’t a 

feminist and she wasn’t railing against injustice; she 

was simply doing what she could for her country. 

Aside from her bravery and skill as a soldier, there 

was nothing particularly unique about her. Perhaps 

that is what made her such an admirable individual. 

 
Deborah Sampson was born on December 17, 1760 

in Plympton, Massachusetts. She was the oldest of 

six children born into an impoverished family. She 

had two sisters and three brothers. Her parents were 

Jonathan and Deborah Sampson (originally spelt 

Samson). Before Deborah was five-years-old, her 

father left his family to seek his fortune at sea. It 

was later learned that he likely died there. Dead or 

not, he never returned to his wife and children. 

Deborah’s mother had no means to care for her 

children and so she sent them all to stay with 

friends, relatives and neighbors. Her namesake was 

sent to stay with a female relative, who 

unfortunately died three years later. 

 

 
 
Deborah’s place of birth, Plympton, Mass 

 

 

After the death of Deborah’s foster mother, she 

went to live with another family for a couple of 

years. When her time there was up, she was taken 

on by a deacon named Jeremiah Thomas as an 

indentured servant. It would seem that Jeremiah was 

good to Deborah, but she certainly worked very 

hard in both the fields and in the home and became 

a skilled laborer during her time there. She was also 

allowed to attend school when work around the 

farm was scarce. This enabled her to become a 

teacher, at the age of 18 when her servitude was 

over. She stayed with the deacon for a little while 

longer, but then Deborah Sampson began leading a 

very different life. 

 

              
 
    Dr                                                     
Drawing of Deborah Sampson, Courtesy of the HHS, 

By: Albert Forbes 

 

Soon after Deborah Sampson left her longtime 

home, she began dressing as a man and enjoying 

freedoms she couldn’t have in women’s clothing. 

She also attempted to enlist with the Continental 

Army, but was soon found out. Undeterred, she 

tried again and on May 20, 1782, Deborah Sampson 

enlisted in the Fourth Massachusetts Regiment of 

the Continental Army as Robert Shirtliff. After she 

had left Massachusetts with her regiment, she was 

excommunicated by her church for her previous 

behavior. None of them knew that she had 

succeeded in enlisting.  

 
Continued on next page.. 
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Deborah Sampson’s time in the military was eventful. During a skirmish in New York state, she was wounded 

in both the head and leg. She hid the leg wound so that her gender would not be discovered. Her comrades did 

not suspect that Robert was a woman, they just assumed that “he” was very boyish. Nonetheless, her gender 

was eventually discovered in Philadelphia. She had come down with malignant fever and was hospitalized. A 

kind doctor treated her in the hospital and then allowed her to stay in his home. He did eventually reveal her 

secret, but he did so while extolling her admirable qualities. She was given an honorable discharge by General 

Henry Knox on October 25, 1783. 

 
Deborah returned to Massachusetts and found work on a farm. She married a farmer named Benjamin Gannett 

in April of 1784. The couple had three children together. Their names were Earl, Mary and Patience. Deborah 

was granted a single soldier’s pension payment of 34 pounds around 1792. Years later, her friend Paul Revere 

penned a letter to Congress requesting a fair soldier’s pension for the veteran, Deborah Sampson. The request 

was granted and in 1804, she began receiving a monthly pension of four dollars a month.  
 
In 1802, Deborah Sampson gave lectures about her service, during which she donned her Army uniform and 

conducted drills with her rifle. She must have been quite the sight to people of colonial Massachusetts. This 

would be the first time she was able to reveal both of her identities in public without fear. She died twenty-three 

years later, at the age of sixty-six. Her body was interred at the Rockridge Cemetery in Sharon, Massachusetts. 
 
Sources 

 
Boris, Danuta, Deborah Sampson, retrieved 2/27/10,distinguishedwomen.com/biographies/sampson.html 
 
Barney, Lora, Deborah Sampson, retrieved 2/27/10,teacherlink.ed.usu.edu/tlresources/units/byrnes-

famous/sampson.htm 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

VIRTUAL ARCHIVES: 

 

 

 

You may view The Hanson Historical Society’s newsletter, The Tunks, past editions online at: 

http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~mahhs/newsletter.shtml. 

 

 

Reminder: Mary Blauss Edwards organized HHS's collection of manuscript and photographic material into 

archival folders and boxes, which have been housed in the hearse house behind the school house. A catalog of 

the collections is available at the schoolhouse for interested researchers. The photograph collection was 

digitized by volunteer Julie Blauss, and is now available online at the Hanson Historical Society's Flickr 

website. Please browse these wonderful photographs of people and places from Hanson's past! Some of the 

photographs have labels, but others were unidentified, so feel free to add comments or additional details to help 

identify unknown people or locations - do you recognize a relative in one of these images?  

Visit: http://www.flickr.com/people/hansonhistoricalsociety/
 

 

 

 

http://distinguishedwomen.com/biographies/sampson.html
http://teacherlink.ed.usu.edu/tlresources/units/byrnes-famous/sampson.htm
http://teacherlink.ed.usu.edu/tlresources/units/byrnes-famous/sampson.htm
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~mahhs/newsletter.shtml
http://www.flickr.com/people/hansonhistoricalsociety/
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

Yes! I want to support the Hanson Historical Society by becoming a member with my annual dues-April thru 

November. The membership fee is due in April. 

 

NAME: ______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

STREET:____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

TOWN:________________________________STATE______________ZIP______________ 

 

 

PHONE:____(____)______________________ EMAIL:________________________________ 

 

RENEWAL:_____________________________ NEW MEMBER:_____________________ 

 

Individual $7.00__________________ Family $10.00______________ Business:_____________ 

 

 

Date:_____________          Thank You! 

 

                               

                             Mail your check made out to the Hanson Historical Society 

               & mail to: Hanson Historical Society, P.O. Box #52, Hanson, MA 02341. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

         

             

 


